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Abstract—An algorithm for page layout analysis (segmentation) is suggested in the paper. It allows
whitespace between text blocks to be detected on a document page. The algorithm could be used in document
analysis and recognition problems. In particular, it can be used for column recognition in multicolumn text
and tables. The suggested algorithm is quite simple for implementation.

INTRODUCTION
The number of documents in the world is growing
rapidly; this is discussed in [6] in particular. Document
analysis and recognition (DAR) systems are developed
for automation of information extraction from docu
ment images [7]. Document layout analysis or page
segmentation is used for dividing document into spe
cific parts (e.g., columns, figures, tables). This is an
important DAR problem. Different methods of docu
ment layout analysis are discussed in [3].
Conventionally, there are two approaches to the
problem of page or table column segmentation. The
first approach is to analyze of text layout (text blocks);
this usually requires the use of complex data struc
tures. For example, such an approach with the use of a
Voronoi diagram for page segmentation is suggested in
[5]. The second approach is to analyze whitespace
(free of text) on a page. Gaps separate text and table
columns on a page, as is shown in Fig. 1. Algorithms
using whitespace analysis are suggested in [1, 2, 8].
Algorithms [1, 8] are briefly considered in [2]. They
can be used for detecting whitespace between text
blocks. The authors of [2] point out that the algorithms
[1, 8] are difficult for implementation. A geometrical
layout analysis algorithm, simple for implementation,
is presented in [2]; it provides for detecting whitespace
gaps in multicolumn text and is described in terms of
the largest empty rectangle problem [4]. The algo
rithm input is a bounding box including obstacles
(rectangles). The algorithm [2] finds the largest empty
rectangle among obstacles inside the bounding box. To
find whitespace gaps on a page, nbetter solutions
(empty rectangles) in descending order are found on
the page. The algorithm [2] is greedy. The found
ilargest empty rectangle becomes an obstacle when
searching for the next i + 1largest empty rectangle.
However, it is probable that some of nbetter solutions
(largest rectangles found) are not gaps between col
umns, but, e.g., horizontal gaps between paragraphs or
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tables on the page. This is the disadvantage of the algo
rithm [2].
In the paper, we suggest an unconventional simple
algorithm for detecting whitespace gaps on a docu
ment page. It allows detecting vertical gaps (visually
they are stretched up vertically), as well as horizontal
gaps if the X and Y axis are exchanged. The suggested
algorithm is simple; its Object Pascal implementation
consists of about 60 lines of code (expressions).
1. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The geometrical objects considered in this work are
presented in the Cartesian coordinate system, where
the xcoordinates increase from left to right and y
coordinates increase from the top down. The follow
ing assumptions are used in this work. The rectangle
(e.g., an obstacle, bounding box, or gap) r = (xl, yt, xr,
yb) is defined by the coordinates of its sides (bound
aries): left cl = xl(r), top yt = yt(r), right xr = xr(r), and
bottom yb = yb(r); in addition, its sides are parallel to
the corresponding coordinate axes. The vertical line
l = (x, yt, yb) is normal to the X axis and is defined by
its coordinates: x = x(l) by the xcoordinate, yt = yt(l)
by the minimum (top) ycoordinate, and yb = yb(l) by
the maximum (bottom) ycoordinate.
It is assumed that the bounding rectangle b and the
set of obstacles (rectangles) R = {r1, …, rn}, n ∈ ⺞ are
specified. The rectangle b usually bounds a document
page or its part (e.g., a table), while the obstacles are
bounding rectangles for text blocks (e.g., words or
lines). The obstacles from the set R are totally inside
the bounding rectangle b and do not overlap each
other.
Let us define two sets of obstacles (rectangles) R' =
{rl, r1, …, rn, rr} and R'' = {rt, r1, …, rn, rb}, where rl =
(xl, yt, xl, yb), rr = (xr, yt, xr, yb), rt = (xl, yt, xr, yt), rb =
(xl, yb, xr, yb), xl = xl(b), yt = yt(b), xr = xr(b), and yb =
yb(b). Let us also define the gap as a rectangle bound
ing a certain part of whitespace inside the bounding
rectangle b.

If any two rectangles r and r̃ from the set R' satisfy
the following conditions,
(1) their projections to the X axis do not intersect,
i.e.,
(1)
x r ( r ) < x l ( r̃ ),
(2) there is no other rectangle of the set R between
them, i.e.,
∃ r : r ∈ R, r ≠ r, r̃ and r ⊂ w, where
w = ( x r ( r ), min { y t ( r ), y t ( r̃ ) } ,

(2)

x l ( r̃ ), max { y b ( r ), y b ( r̃ ) } ),
then the rectangles r and r̃ should be separated by a
gap. The state problem consists in separation of all
rectangles of the set R', satisfying conditions (1) and
(2), by a minimum number of gaps.
2. ALGORITHM
The algorithm consists of two steps. The following
actions are executed for each rectangle at the first step:
(1) The first line (or rule) is extended from the left
boundary of the obstacle r: r ∈ R upward and down
ward, while it is hampered from top and bottom by
another obstacle r̃ : r̃ ∈ R, r̃ ≠ r or the bounding rect
angle b, as is shown in Fig. 2a. In this case, the result
ing line is added to the set L.
(2) The second line (or rule) is extended from the
right obstacle boundary r: r ∈ R by analogy with the
first case. In this case, each resulting line is added to
˜.
the set L
Pairs of lines (˜l , l) are formed at the second step;
˜
the first line ˜l in each pair either belongs to the set L
or is the left side of the bounding rectangle b, and the
second line l belongs to the set L or is the right side of
the bounding rectangle b. Each pair of lines (˜l , l) sat
isfies the condition
(3)
y ( l ) = y (˜l ) and y ( l ) = y (˜l );
t

t

b

Fig. 1. Whitespace gaps separate columns in multicolumn
text and a table.

b

i.e., their ycoordinates are equal. In addition, there is
no obstacle between the lines ˜l and l of each pair, i.e.,
∃r: r ∈ R and r ⊂ w, where
(4)
w = ( x (˜l ), y ( l ), x ( l ), y ( l ) ).
t

Vertical gaps

b

Each such a pair of lines (˜l , l) forms a gap, as is shown
in Fig. 2b. The set of such gaps g = (x (˜l ), y (l), x (l),
l

t

r

xb(l)) is the algorithm output.
Below the algorithm is represented as a
pseudocode. It is assumed that all sets are represented
as lists. The function SORT(S, (c1, c2)) sorts elements
(e.g., lines, rectangles) in the list S lexicographically in
(c1, c2)coordinates ascending order; i.e., any two ele
ments s, s̃ of the list S satisfy the condition s < s̃ , if

either c1(s) < c1( s̃ ) or c1(s) = c1( s̃ ) and c2(s) < c2( s̃ ).
An obstacle is formed in line 01 with the help of the
upper boundary of a bounding rectangle (in line 02).
The obstacles r0 and rn + 1 are added to the list R (in
line 03). The obstacles in the list R are lexicographi
cally (yt, xl)coordinate ascending ordered from the
top down and from left to right (line 04). Obstacles of
the list R are sorted out from the top down and from
left to right in lines 05–22 and from right to left and
from the bottom upward in lines 07–11. In this case,
lines are extended upward from the left and right
boundaries of the current rectangle. Obstacles of the
list R are sorted out from the top down and from left to
right in lines 12–16, and lines from the left and right

(a)

x

01 create r0
(xl(b), yt(b), xr(b), yt(b))
(xl(b), yb(b), xr(b), yb(b))
02 create rn + 1
03 add r0, rn + 1 to R
04 SORT(R, (yt, xl))
05 for i = 1, n do
06

yl , yr , yl , yr

07
08

for j = i – 1, 0 do
if yt(ri) > yb(rj) then

09
y

(b)

x

if y l = null
and xl(rj) < xl(ri) < xr(rj)
then y l

10

y
Restangles (or obstacles) of the set R
Bounding box bbox
Lines of the set L
~
Lines of the set L

15

cographically (x, yt)coordinate ascending ordered
from left to right and from the top down in lines 27–
˜ are sorted out from left to right
28. Lines of the list L
and from the top down in lines 29–34. Lines of list L
are sorted out from left to right and from the top down
in lines 30–34. Then, the lines satisfying conditions
(3) and (4) are selected and gaps are formed.
The pseudocode of the first algorithm step is pre
sented below.
Input: b, R = {r1, …, rn}, n ∈ ⺞
Output: G = {g1, …, gm}, m ∈ ⺞

if y r = null
and xl(rj) < xr(ri) < xr(rj)
then y r
yt(rj)

16

if y l , y r ≠ null
then exit for j

p

are obtained after executing step 1, then step 2 is exe
cuted. The line ˜l is formed with the help of the left
boundary of the bounding rectangle (line 23), and line
l, with the help of the right boundary (line 24). The
˜ (line 25), and the line l, to
line ˜l is added to the list L
˜ are lexi
the list L (line 26). Lines in the lists L and L

if y l , y r ≠ null
then exit for j

and xl(rj) < xl(ri) < xr(rj)
then y l
yt(rj)

Fig. 2. Detecting whitespace gaps.

1

yb(rj)

12 for j = i + 1, n + 1 do
13 if yb(ri) < yt(rj) then
14 if y l = null

Vertical gaps
of the set G

boundaries of the current rectangle are extended
downward. If the following nonempty sets of lines
˜ = {˜l 1, …, ˜l s }, p, s ∈ ⺞
L = { l , …, l }, L

yb(rj)

if y r = null
and xl(rj) < xr(ri) < xr(rj)
then y r

11

null

17

if not L contains (xl(ri), y l , y l )
then

18
19
20

create l

(xl(ri), y l , y l )

add l to L
˜ contains (x (r ), y , y )
if not L
r i
r
r
then

21

create ˜l

(xr(ri), y r , y r )

˜
22
add ˜l to L
The pseudocode of the second algorithm step is pre
sented below.
(x (b), y (b), y (b))
23 create ˜l
l

t

b

24 create l
(xr(b), yt(b), yb(b))
˜
˜
25 add l to L
26 add l to L

27 SORT(L(x, yt))
˜ , (x, y ))
28 SORT( L
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t

29 for i = 1, s + 1 do
30
31

for j = 1, p + 1 do
if x(˜l i ) < x(lj) and y (˜l i ) = y (lj)
and y (˜l i ) = y (l ) then
j

32

create g

33

add g to G.

(x(˜l i ), y (˜l i ), x(lj) y (lj))

CONCLUSIONS
The suggested algorithm could be used for docu
ment page segmentation. For example, it can reveal
columns inside multicolumn text and tables. The algo
rithm is used in the method for detecting tables in a
document, suggested in [9]. The algorithm is quite
simple; its computational complexity is O(n2).
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